This AIC replaces AIC B40/08

AIRSPACE DELINEATION/CLASS SYCJ

UNCONTROLLED AIRSPACE

Airspace that has NOT been designated class A or C and within which ATC has neither the authority nor responsibility for exercising control over air traffic.

CONTROLLED AIRSPACE

Airspace of defined dimensions within which ATC is provided in accordance with the airspace classification.

The airspace above the Cheddi Jagan International Airport is:

- A control zone (CTR) – a circle 15NM centered on TIM and extends from ground to 3000FT AMSL class C;
- A terminal control area (TMA) – a circle 30NM centered on TIM and extends from 3000FT AMSL to FL095, class C

Aircraft operating within the above mentioned airspace shall be provided with Air Traffic Control Service by the Timehri Control Tower.

ATC clearance shall ensure that IFR traffic is provided with a 500FT vertical separation from the base of the controlled airspace boundary.

In order to ensure adequate protection/separation for both controlled and uncontrolled traffic, pilots operating in uncontrolled airspace shall remain at least 500FT below the vertical limits of the controlled airspace and at least 2NM from the lateral limits.